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SUMMARY OF 2nd QUARTER ISSUES 2013 
 
A hallmark of FOX 2 has been the broad nature of our service to the community, ranging from the 
cornerstones of journalistic pursuits -- government oversight, responsibility to taxpayers and 
enforcing accountability from those doing business with our viewers on the harder side, and on 
the more personal end, recognizing the unique and diverse personalities that make up our 
community, and using our platform to further the good being done by others locally. 
 
    It was a great pleasure to be recognized with the following email in response to a weekend 
morning assignment handled by reporter Maurielle Lue. She did a series of live shots from the 
"Bookstock" fundraising sale of used books and drew this from the charity organizers: "On behalf 
of the Bookstock team, I want to thank all of you for FOX 2's extraordinary coverage of Bookstock 
2013. Once again, your amazing opening morning coverage resulted in exceptional opening day 
sales and a truly wonderful week for Bookstock. We are absolutely certain that we would never 
have been able to achieve our goals without FOX 2's extraordinary support. We know that along 
with FOX 2's two in-studio interviews and great website coverage, it was Maurielle's energetic 
and engaging five live segments on opening day that helped to put us over the top this year!  We 
are deeply grateful to all of you for everything you have done to help us "support the need to 
read," and make Bookstock into a wonderful community event. All the best, Beverly K. Phillips, 
Assistant Director, Public Relations, Jewish Community Relations Council." 
 
   We are a successful television news operation in large part due to our recognition of those 
among us who are confronting the important issues of the day. That was the motivation in 
assigning reporter Amy Andrews and photographer Doug Tracey to chronicle the University of 
Michigan's softball academy for adults. Far more than a recreational opportunity, the event 
focuses attention on the scourge of breast cancer, raising thousands of dollars for the research 
effort at the university and offering an outlet and morale boost for cancer patients, survivors and 
their families. 
 
     This response to our two-part series came from university spokesman Michael Kasiborski: "A 
big thanks to your staff - Amy and Doug especially - for their care in handling the stories about the 
Michigan Softball Academy. My highest compliments for their professionalism during the process 
and the excellent products they aired over TWO days! Huge! A big personal thank you from me 
and from the softball offices." 
 
        We pride ourselves in this level of involvement with our community. Here are some specific 
examples of the meaningful coverage we provided our viewers in the second quarter of 2013: 
 
 
INVESTIGATIVE REPORTING 
Judge Dennis Powers, Rob Wolchek. June 12, 7:30. Rob Wolchek assembles a devastating 
portrait of a suburban judge's laziness and dubious accounting of work time and expenses in our 
ongoing mission to demand an honest effort from our public servants. His story involved a trip out 
of state to examine the claim that the judge was attending a professional conference, and the 
investigation triggered an immediate audit by the state court administrator.  
 
Judge Wade McCree Jr., Charlie LeDuff. Multiple stories. Judge Wade McCree Jr.'s reputation 
and career are in tatters following Charlie LeDuff's exposes on McCree ... sending inappropriate 
photos of himself to women and separately being involved with a woman while she had a child 



support case before him resulted in a Judicial Tenure Commission special master's finding 
against the judge. McCree famously said in LeDuff's first story that "there's no shame in my 
game" but the master's the 17-page report actually concluded with a reference that sound bite ... 
declaring that there WAS shame in his game. We streamed the tenure commission hearing and 
witnessed in real time the disgraced jurist's self-destructive posturing and theatrics as the hearing 
unfolded. 
 
Tournament trouble, Rob Wolchek. April 24, 5:00. Rob Wolchek exposes a shady operator with a 
history of scheduling youth athletic tournaments, then not delivering and keeping the money. 
Wolchek overcame the operator's diligent efforts to conceal his whereabouts and identity, and 
broke through his partner's lies to craft a significant warning to anyone considering making a deal 
with these tournament promoters. 
 
 
GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS AND OVERSIGHT  
Detroit financial crisis, multiple stories. The City of Detroit's fractured political and financial 
structures are highlighted by daily stories on mayoral hopeful Mike Duggan, a serious contender 
until a filing technicality knocked him off the ballot, and emergency manager Kevyn Orr's 
maneuverings. Orr has painted a bleak picture of Detroit's financial future and has, in steps, 
spelled out to stakeholders the necessity of losing a lot in pennies-on-the-dollar restructuring, or 
risk losing everything in a municipal bankruptcy.  
 
Diane Hathaway sentencing, Maurielle Lue. May 28, 3:00. The fall of Michigan Supreme Court 
Justice Diane Hathaway is made complete with her sentencing to a year and a day in federal 
prison for orchestrating a real estate fraud to avoid $600,000 in mortgage payments. Maurielle 
Lue worked around federal court restrictions to produce a complete picture of Hathaway's day in 
court and went the extra mile to figure out and report why the sentence was for a year and a day -
- a sentence in excess of a year made the judge eligible for parole and time off for good behavior. 
 
Rep. Brian Banks, M.L. Elrick. Multiple stories.  M.L. Elrick breaks new ground on missteps by 
state Rep. Brian Banks, a convicted felon. The revelations include Banks' employment of a strip 
show promoter as his legislative aide and then getting sued by the aide for sexual harassment. 
 
 
LAW ENFORCEMENT/CRIME AND COURTS  
Hoffa dig. June 17-19, team multiple stories. The search for Jimmy Hoffa has become a national 
punch line, but sometimes old jokes are the best jokes ... the FBI evaluated information from an 
elderly mob chieftain and decided to dig again, this time in a rural Detroit area plot owned by 
another organized crime figure at the time of Hoffa's disappearance. The results were the same 
as always, no corpse or even clues discovered, but the case's legacy and sheer theater of the 
three-day search created immense local interest and focused international attention on an 
overgrown patch of land in northern Oakland County. 
 
Joseph Weekley trial, multiple stories. The manslaughter trial of a Detroit police officer who fatally 
shot a five-year-old girl during a raid -- while being trailed by a reality television crew -- ended in a 
mistrial. The trial was marked by Judge Cynthia Gray Hathaway's extreme efforts to limit media 
accessibility, and FOX 2's determined battle to provide full coverage to the public. 
 
Cipriano family trial, multiple stories. Our coverage of the gruesome case of a father beaten to 
death by a troubled son and his friend includes a battle the family waged with Oakland County 
prosecutor Jessica Cooper over the attack survivors being compelled to relive the horrible 
experience on the witness stand, and ultimately results in a guilty plea from the son, and 
conviction of the friend. 
 
Rape kits, Tim Skubick. June 5, 3:00. Tim Skubick reports on a $4 million grant to be used to test 
thousands of rape evidence kits that were forgotten by the Detroit Police Department, offering the 



hope of solving many horrendous crimes against women and taking dangerous sex criminals off 
the street.  
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS  
Rouge River canoe trip, Charlie LeDuff. June 13, 12:00. Charlie LeDuff spends three days 
canoeing the Rouge River from Detroit's northern border to the Detroit riverfront, using the 
experience to create a visual and poignant essay on the environment, deindustrialization and, as 
always, the interesting people he meets along the way. 
 
Pet coke piles, Amy Lange. May 23, 3:00.  FOX 2 is on the forefront of reporting of a story that 
went national, the giant piles of coal-like "pet coke" residue from tar sands extraction that sit 
uncovered next to the Detroit River. Amy Lange’s work is featured on the popular "Daily Show" as 
local and legislative opposition to the possible environmental threat grows. 
 
Wicked weather week, May 6-10. Our Weather Authority team collaborates for a week's worth of 
pieces preparing our viewers for May's inevitable wicked weather, highlighting hail, lightning, 
tornadoes and our weather apps offering advance warning on a mobile device. The deadly twister 
in Oklahoma prompted local stories on Michiganders rallying to provide emergency assistance, 
and Robin Schwartz's piece on how local early warning systems work. We hope our calls for 
awareness may have played a role in a Flint area tornado's death and injury toll of zero despite 
significant destruction.  
 
 
 
EVERYDAY PEOPLE  
Bookstock recipe, Maureille Lue. April 23, 2:00. Maurielle Lue's live presence at the "Bookstock" 
fundraiser yielded a remarkable story ... a woman looking through old cookbooks found a recipe 
handwritten by her late mother stuffed between the pages, apparently given to the previous 
owner of the book.  
 
Oldest woman, Maurielle Lue. May 23, 2:30. Maurielle Lue does more than simply mark a Detroit 
woman's amazing journey through life, she joins in the fun at the birthday party for an amazingly 
lucid 114-year-old.  
 
Balaal Hollings, Maurielle Lue. June 4, 3:00. Maurielle Lue brings viewers a story of amazing 
inspiration, capturing the moment young Balaal Hollings ... shot in the head two months earlier 
while acting as a peacemaker at a party and not expected to walk again ... surprised and thrilled 
his classmates when he walked out on stage at their graduation and delivered a moving speech. 
A week later, reporter Jason Carr further chronicled the journey of this amazing youth as the 
community rallies around him, honoring him before city council, having him throw out the first 
pitch at a Detroit Tigers game, and securing a $50,000 college scholarship. 
 
 
 
PROBLEM SOLVERS MISSION  
Funeral and boot drive, Amy Andrews. May 13, 2:30. Amy Andrews covers the funeral for a 
husband and father killed in a building collapse. The funeral was followed by a "boot drive" 
outside a Detroit Red Wings game. We previewed the effort and it was highly successful, raising 
$15,000 for the firefighter's family.  
 
Organ donation billboard, Deena Centofanti. May 26, 2:00. Deena Centofanti's piece on a man 
erecting a billboard seeking a kidney transplant for his mother gets results -- a day after our story 
aired, there had been hundreds of responses from as far away as Nicaragua. 
 



Buddy the dog, Amy Lange. May 16, 2:00. Amy Lange's touching piece on an aging veteran's 
inability to care for his beloved dog Buddy resulted in a viewer coming forward to provide a new 
home for the cute little mutt. 
 
Dog hoarder, Taryn Asher. May 21, 3:00. FOX 2 viewers call the Problem Solvers after calls to 
authorities about a nuisance in their neighborhood fall on deaf ears. Taryn Asher's visit to the 
home of a dog hoarder in Detroit brings animal control to the rescue of 15 malnourished canines.  
 
 
HEALTH AND WELLNESS  
Fighting cancer with softball, Amy Andrews. April 30-May 1. The role of sports in life's more 
serious aspects is represented with Amy Andrews' trip to Ann Arbor to chronicle the University of 
Michigan's women's softball team's role in helping breast cancer patients with their recovery and 
raising money for research, a two-part series. 
 
Race for the Cure, Deena Centofanti. Deena Centofanti produces a week of breast cancer 
awareness stories leading up to live coverage of the massive downtown Race for Cure on May 
18, supplemented by Amy Lange's local take on Angelina Jolie's pre-emptive mastectomy.  
 
Man boobs, Deena Centofanti. June 26, 2:00. Some men are opting for surgery to eliminate their 
"man boobs." Deena Centofanti profiles two such men and details the three different times when 
hormones can trigger growth in male breast tissue, officially called gynocomastia. 
 
Adult diabetes, Deena Centofanti. June 11, 2:30. FOX 2 meteorologist Rich Luterman shares his 
diagnosis of adult diabetes, the symptoms others should watch for and the difference it has made 
in his life. 
 
 
 
FRANCHISES 
Job shop, Murray Feldman. A daily, 30-second description of a job opening somewhere in the 
metro Detroit area, plus tips on how to get hired. 
 
Redefining Detroit, Alexis Wiley. A continuing series of stories that highlight on the positives 
taking place in the city of Detroit, covering housing expansion, artistic endeavors, business 
growth, entrepreneurial efforts, educational opportunities and artistic expression. 
 
Let It Rip, every Thursday at 10:30pm. Huel Perkins and Charlie Langton host a 30-minute 
examination of news-based topics driving community opinion and discussion. We invite guests 
involved with the stories to come to the station as panelists and drill deeply into complex subjects, 
pushing past the episodic coverage characterizing some television station treatments. Topics 
included the impact of Dave Bing's withdrawal on the mayor's race, Boy Scouts accepting gays, 
merit pay for teachers based on student performance, an examination of the attack at a gas 
station where no one interceded, what to do with the state's tax windfall, sex trafficking and the 
propriety of a gun shop sponsoring a Little League baseball team. Also, the city of Detroit's 
emergency manager and the inevitable changes he will bring, Mike Duggan's bid for the mayor's 
seat, same-sex marriage, the state of the Rouge River, doping in major league baseball, the 
search for Jimmy Hoffa, a residency requirement for city workers, controversial piles of "pet coke" 
oil refining residue piled by the Detroit River, and Edward Snowden's leaks of U.S. secrets. Also, 
the fight against terror in the wake of the Boston bombings, on-line taxation, decriminalization of 
marijuana, cuts to Detroit city council, the mortality rate for black males, and gay players in pro 
sports. We also air a weekend version at 9:30am Sundays. 
 
 


